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Mirada is a leading provider of integrated software solutions for
digital TV operators and broadcasters worldwide. With more
than 20 years of experience, the company led by CEO José Luis
Vázquez prides itself on its pioneer solutions that have helped
position over 50 customers across four continents at the forefront of the digital TV industry. Mirada’s core focus is to empower its clients to respond to consumers’ ever-growing global
demand for digital content by offering an end-to-end product
with an entire ecosystem of apps available across all user
devices, delivered with a seamless and state-of-the-art UI and
strengthened by Mirada’s consolidated partnerships with
technology and content providers.
Mirada’s solutions have been deployed by operators and
broadcasters worldwide, including izzi Telecom, ATN International, One Communications, Viya, Zapi, Digital TV Cable and
Skytel. Headquartered in London, Mirada has commercial representation across Europe, Latin America and Asia and operates technology centres in Spain and Mexico.
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LEAPING FORWARD
TOWARDS ANDROID TV
The COVID-19 pandemic has surprised operators with an unprecedented increase
in the use of their platforms, as consumers worldwide have relied on TV and
streaming services more than ever to keep up with the latest news, enjoy their
favourite movies and series, and explore a wide variety of new services and content.
Many operators are seizing this momentum to consider the possibilities available
on the market for their subscribers to conveniently access diverse content on a
single platform. In this paper, we will explore one of the most popular solutions currently powered by a tech giant: Google’s Android TV.

Aimed at both operators and app
developers looking to embrace
Android TV, we will dive into our
experience deploying this solution the decisions we made when faced
with certain challenges, which points
to focus on, and how to avoid delays
and problems that could jeopardise
costs or deadlines.

implementation and compare some
of their main features, before moving
on to the main goal of this paper:
sharing our experience as software
developers and system integrators
deploying Android TV Operator Tier
services, through the launch for Mexican operator izzi Telecom, one of the
largest in Latin America.

We will begin by summarising the
options offered by Android TV for its
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’S OFFERING
For some years now, Google has dived into the world of digital TV, offering a variety
of options to accommodate the needs and circumstances of telecommunications
operators. When considering any of these, operators must take into account:

Desired degree of personalisation in accessing content

Whether or not to offer
a proprietary STB

Initial investment

Time to market

Access to third
party applications

ANDROID TV OPERATOR TIER
Android TV OT is Google's solution for pay TV operators who wish to equip their
STBs with a launcher (the starting application when the STB is switched on) that
comes with different degrees of customisation:

CUSTOM LAUNCHER

STANDARD LAUNCHER

The highest degree of customisation,

Displays Google’s own image, offering a

where the launcher is owned by the

reduced time to market at the cost of

operator and ensures the same user

losing some of the UX/UI customisation.

experience across multiple platforms.
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Both launchers allow users to access Google's
Play Store and effectively turn their STB into an
entertainment hub.
Both options allow users to access
Google's Play Store and effectively
turn their STB into an entertainment
hub. This opportunity is why more
and more operators, such as our
client izzi, are embracing Operator
Tier as a valuable proposition for their
customers. Which they can now fully
harness, supported by the wide offering of Android applications and all

the experienced technical professionals able to integrate and implement an all-inclusive service with a
reduced time to market.

BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE
Android TV Bring Your Own Device is an attractive option for operators looking to
reduce costs in STB integration, with the disadvantage of not offering a custom
launcher. Users then access content by selecting the operator’s application within
the launcher, like they would with any other app. While this reduces integration
costs (as it takes advantage of the devices owned by the customer), it may increase
the complexity of the service operation due to the great diversity of Android devices
available on the retail market. Not only each brand and model comes with a different hardware, but often manufacturers develop their own UI over the Android
system - multiplying the variability of the application as it is run across different
devices.
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ANDROID OPEN SOURCE PROJECT
Unlike previous options, the Android
Open Source Project (AOSP) platform
gives operators full freedom to develop its launcher directly on Android at the cost of losing access to the Play
Store, which can be seen as a disadvantage. Whereas the STB will no
longer work as an entertainment hub
for users, it also prevents them from
accessing competing apps.

This freedom also entails the need to
fully develop the middleware, forcing the operator to seek commercial agreements with third parties
and increasing time to market and
upfront costs. The Android Open
Source Project (AOSP) platform may
be better suited for operators wishing to maintain control over end
customers and the use of their STB
exclusively for their offer.

CHOOSING WHAT
IS BEST FOR YOU
There is no single answer, and to ﬁnd the best solution for them, operators must
ﬁrst analyse the different areas that could be affected and the impact on their business. There is extensive online literature on the advantages and disadvantages of
each option, and what type of operators they are aimed at - which we have summarised in the table hereunder before tapping into our objective for this paper:

Sharing our experience with Operator Tier deployments.
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ATV OT
Custom Launcher

ATV OT
Standard Launcher

ATV BYOD

HARDWARE
SPECIFICATIONS

In line with Google certiﬁcation requirements .

Default requirements for an OS
version that supports
video application.

HARDWARE
PURCHASE

Operators lease equipment to their customers.

Equipment is provided
by the customer.

CHIPSET

SoC certiﬁed is recommended.

Device already certiﬁed by Google.

LAUNCHER

Higher level of
customisation.

Lower level of
customisation.

In-app
customisation only.

CERTIFICATION

Subject to Google certiﬁcation rules (Launcher,
apps, menu, etc.) for the Operator Tier programme.

App certiﬁed in
the Play Store.

HW INTEGRATIONS

Depending on customisations.

No additional integrations required.

TIME TO MARKET

Depending on the level of customisations, third
party integrations and certiﬁcation process.

Very fast, only
requires launching an
app on the Play Store.

PLAY STORE

Yes.

VOICE INTERACTION

Yes.

DRM SECURITY

Yes, pre-integrated (WV).

THIRD PARTY
INTEGRATIONS

Manufacturer may have to certify integrations with third parties (e.g. Netﬂix).

Depending on HW
and the certiﬁcations
already made.

SERVICE OPERATION

Higher control, using limited client
equipment from known providers.

Increased variability.
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CASE STUDY
LATIN AMERICA’S BIGGEST ANDROID TV DEPLOYMENT
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IZZI TELECOM
CASE STUDY
KEEPING YOUR VISUAL IDENTITY
IN ANDROID TV OPERATOR TIER
izzi is the highest-volume operator in
Mexico, offering ﬁxed telephone,
internet, television and, most recently, mobile (4P) services. Over the
years, izzi has increased its number
of subscribers thanks to its commitment to investing in new technologies and developments. It also now
brings together different platforms
and networks after the purchase of
other smaller operators, which adds
great complexity to their service
operation.

multiscreen solution. izzitv was
initially deployed on Linux-based
STBs and as an OTT solution available
for iOS and Android mobile and
tablet devices. It was soon followed
by a web application working on all
major browsers, and a mobile app for
children: izzi kids, a visual experience
bringing their favourite content and
characters, with handy parental control tools.

Four years ago izzi launched its very
successful bid izzitv, a new commercial offering based on Mirada's Iris
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After those ﬁrst four years, izzi began looking to introduce a more modern and
powerful STB - a new product to facilitate its users the consumption of any type of
content (live TV, on demand, gaming applications, voice searches...etc) and thus
increase sales and broaden its subscriber base. After a careful analysis, izzi decided
on Android Operator Tier with a custom launcher on a hybrid STB - which
allowed to both maximise the infrastructure investment laid out in the previous
years and retain its trademark user experience. Supported by its partners, izzi
approached the project with aggressive timelines. Such a project typically consists
of the following phases:

PHASES OF A PROJECT

Entering the
OT programme
Hardware
selection

UI
certiﬁcation

SoC & OEM
selection
Remote control
selection

LAUNCH
DEVELOPMENT
& TESTING

Testing
Submit documentation on launcher,
installation process
and UI

Google
certiﬁcation

Operation &
maintenance

(iterations)
Development

Software
image generation

In order to develop a custom launcher, Google requires operators to ﬁt a speciﬁc
proﬁle: offering a pay-TV service with an offer of linear channels, on a STB with the
operator's image and which its main function is TV consumption. izzi indeed
fulﬁlled all these requirements.
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ROAD TO DEPLOYMENT
IN 6 KEY STEPS

1

HARDWARE
SELECTION

SET-TOP BOXES (STBS)
The ﬁrst phase relies on STB manufacturers. A seemingly simple ﬁrst step,
requires however choosing the STB
providing the service, which will likely
involve raising an RFP bringing in a
large range of options. Google’s recommendation is to always select one
of their certiﬁed SoC, so that operators
can be sure it meets the technical
requirements (power, security, stability, performance...) to support Android
TV. It is possible to go ahead without
complying with this recommendation,
but all maintenance will then fall fully

on the manufacturer, with no support from Google beyond the certiﬁcation process - so rather than a
recommendation, we believe this is
actually the way forward.

If the custom launcher is to be developed
by a third party other than the OEM, we
advise they are consulted at this stage.

If the custom launcher is to be developed by a third party other than the OEM, we
advise they are consulted at this stage, taking into account their requirements
and/or recommendations (RAM, graphic memory, processing, access to system
information...etc) so that the ﬁnal application works optimally. As in any other project, risks will be reduced the most if the chosen partners are experienced in this
type of integration. Being aware of which steps to follow and the problems that
may arise during the process is the best way to anticipate any potential issues.
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REMOTE CONTROL
Along with the STB, operators will
have to choose on a remote control
that meets Google’s requirements:
mandatory keys, the keys’ layout, or a
serigraphy that follows their guidelines, among others. Smaller operators or operators who do not wish to
customise their remote can opt for
the options proposed by the OEM as
a way to move forward with the process while meeting these requirements. Larger operators, or those
with a budget to customise the
remote control, will need to take
these requirements into account
when working with their suppliers on
the ﬁnal design. In this paper, our
recommendation will focus on how
the remote control communicates
with the STB.
Traditionally, remote controls were
equipped with infrared technology.
In the case of Android TV, Bluetooth remotes are the norm - even
if Bluetooth services can actually
difﬁcult their operation. In order to
properly
work,
Bluetooth-based
remotes must be paired with the STB
which then enters a mode known as
"discovery mode", detecting nearby

2

remotes to start the pairing process.
To do so, the signal strength of each
detected device must be calculated,
and this information used to estimate the distance between both
devices to avoid pairing with a different STB than intended. However,
signal strength is an unstable value,
rendering the distance calculation
not very accurate. It must then be
ensured that the STB enters discovery mode at a moment when there
is no active connection, otherwise
the box will be out of reach and will
not be paired with a new remote
control - all this makes management
of the remote control pairing a critical point. In fact, as we will introduce
later on, it is the ﬁrst step in the
installation process of an Android TV
STB that only communicates via
Bluetooth.

ENTERING THE OPERATOR
TIER PROGRAMME

After choosing the right hardware, the next step is to join the Operator Tier programme, informing Google of the ongoing project to guarantee the necessary
support. This step is bureaucratic rather than technical, and carried out by the
OEM instead of the operator.
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USER INTERFACE (UI)
CERTIFICATION

The process is then continued by certifying the user interface (UI), for which Google
imposes the following requirements in order to establish a framework for developers
and ensure a consistent ecosystem across different types of Android TV devices:

SET-TOP BOX
LAUNCH

INSTALLATION
PROCESS

HOMESCREEN

SET-TOP BOX LAUNCH
Operators can specify the ﬁrst visible
image when launching the STB,
which can also include an animation
in addition to the mandatory Google
Android TV animation.

INSTALLATION PROCESS
The installation process consists of the following steps - which might seem strict
but is actually highly customisable:

As mentioned previously, remote controls working on Bluetooth must have been
paired during manufacturing, otherwise pairing will be the ﬁrst step in the installation process.

© 2021 Mirada
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*Bring the remote control close to the box and press and hold
simultaneously (ok) and (vol) to start the pairing process.

HOMESCREEN
The list of installed apps should be accessible from the home screen, enabling the
user to enjoy the device as an entertainment hub.
It is mandatory for system notiﬁcations to be displayed on the home screen,
although operators may choose to either use the display panel provided by Google
or develop their own.
UI certiﬁcation should always be carried out before device certiﬁcation. Google only
requires submission of the UI design for their review and approval. Our recommendation is to work on it in the development’s ﬁrst stages or iterations - if the design
is submitted at a more advanced stage and certiﬁcation fails, more tweaks or
changes in the implementation will be needed until the requirements are met.
As shown in the image, Settings should be accessible from the launcher's home
screen. Google recommends to not modify the Android TV settings implemented
by default, which also reduces the workload.
However, in our case, we chose to not follow this recommendation. Much of the
behaviour of our custom launcher - including the home screen - is inherited from
our STB Linux app, thus making the most out of Mirada's extensive experience in TV
app development. Our app is also already deployed in millions of households worldwide, its users accustomed to certain features and their layout within the Settings...
so why force them to change?
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Our solution included access to the Settings as requested by Google, but instead
of having that access open the default Android panel, we developed our own
where we kept our Settings and also added the Device Settings.

Settings
Notiﬁcations

We were thus able to bring the Operator
Tier requirements together with the Settings display that our users are already
familiar with, in a solution that was conﬁrmed with Google in the UI certiﬁcation
process. We also proceeded to remove
some options that did not ﬁt with the
nature of TV devices, such as changing
the date and time (which should not be
allowed in an app that includes content
purchases with a maximum viewing
period
after
purchase),
developer
options or, for security reasons, enabling
the installation of apps from outside the
Play Store.
From the product side, it must be noted
that Settings remain always the same,
regardless of the STB model on which
the custom launcher will be run - several,
in the case of izzi. We have also deﬁned a
series of AIDLs , implemented by all the
OEMs we have worked with, for all those
settings related to the handling of audio
and video outputs (encoding formats,
resolutions, aspect ratio, etc.) for which
Android TV does not have a standard API.
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These extra efforts in services integration actually facilitate the porting between
STBs and simpliﬁes the subscriber support and troubleshooting that might be
needed in the operation of the platform.

4

DEVELOPMENT
AND TESTING

Entire whitepapers could be written on the development and testing phase alone:
from installing the application to its architecture, managing the work with OEMs,
undergoing critical tests, etc. Here, we will summarise them by focusing on the
most relevant points.

LAUNCHER INSTALLATION ALTERNATIVES
On an ATV STB, applications can be installed as:
User applications
System applications
We proceeded with the installation as system applications, because:
It prevents users from deleting the operator's application
It facilitates access to resources not yet included in Android’s standard APIs

© 2021 Mirada
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When offering a set-top box to its
subscribers, operators seek to create
a long-term relationship with them which can be potentially broken if
users are able to operate the STB the
same way as devices purchased
directly in the retail market. If this is a
desired feature, Mirada also offers
another type of application aimed at
Android BYOD devices. However,
Operator Tier aims for the custom
launcher to serve as the users’ access
point to the operator's content and
as a hub and aggregator of entertainment options. Installing the
custom launcher as a system appli-

cation prevents the end user from
removing it, but also affects the
OEM’s way of working and the
update of the custom launcher on
already deployed STBs, which we
will mention later.

OT aims for the custom launcher to serve as the
users’ access point to the operator's content and as
a hub and aggregator of entertainment options.
Another reason to install the launcher as a system application is to allow users to
modify Android conﬁguration parameters not offered by default. This shortcoming, which Google is solving in new releases of its operating system, is due to
Android’s origins in the smartphone universe and later evolution into the world of
television and content consumption on leanback devices. To facilitate this evolution and allow our custom launcher to remain unchanged across STBs, we
deﬁned a series of AIDLs implemented by the different OEMs we have partnered
with, bringing the following beneﬁts:
For operators | allows the entire subscriber base to enjoy the same application, regardless of the STB models already in use, giving operational and business ﬂexibility.
For Mirada | using a common interface, regardless of manufacturer, streamlines porting from one STB to another, facilitating operational support.

LAUNCHER START-UP RECOMMENDATIONS
While reviewing the UI certiﬁcation, we included an outline of the steps for installing an STB, before the launcher is started for the ﬁrst time. Any step where the
operator chooses to customise their experience (labelled as partner activity) needs
to be implemented in all applications (as each application has its own thread), and
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be provided to the manufacturer to be embedded in the factory ﬁrmware. This
means that with every factory reset (e.g. when an STB is decommissioned), the
applications executed during the re-installation will be the same as those included in the decoder when shipped from the factory.
To facilitate operation of the service and decrease the cost of updates, we recommend to reduce to the absolute minimum all actions executed before the
set-top box has connectivity, and once connected, check whether any application updates are available to download. This guarantees that the version being
run is the latest one, which may include new functionalities and even ﬁxes for
existing problems.

CUSTOM LAUNCHER FOR HYBRID STBS AND DVB SERVICES
Here we would like to highlight the fact
that the custom launcher running on
hybrid Android TV STBs we developed
for izzi can be deployed indistinctly
over the new ﬁber network or over the
classic HFC network, capitalising on the
traditional infrastructure and segmenting
the market based on devices in use.
While the latest version of Android
already offers support for DVB services,
this was not the case when we ﬁrst developed izzi’s custom launcher. We thus
underwent considerable design and integration work with OEMs to enable the
management, decryption and playback
of DVB content on an operating system
initially designed for OTT services.
The ﬁnal resulting architecture is based
on and respects Android’s design principles, leaving the decryption and decoding (actions closer to the hardware) of
content on the OEM’s side. At the same
time, Mirada is responsible for the signalling, control and management of the
DVB TV - making ﬁnal users unaware of
the network they are connected to.

© 2021 Mirada
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Hybrid Android TV STBs can be deployed
indistinctly over the new ﬁber network or
over the classic HFC network.

ENSURING RESULTS WITH THE BEST WORKFLOW
Several of the steps described in this process
require the joint and coordinated work of
Mirada (as an application developer) and
different manufacturers, making the management and modelling of this joint work
have a direct impact on the project.

The ﬂow of this kind of project is typically as follows:

1 Mirada provides its applications to the manufacturer
2 The manufacturer incorporates them into the device’s ﬁrmware
3 Different iterations to test the integration are carried out, together with the
resolution of problems arising from these tests.

Iterations can be managed:
Following an agile-type model with
a team made up of developers and
testers from both companies,
based on sprints until reaching
their target.
Following a model like the one preferred, for example, at Netﬂix,
where Mirada is in charge of testing
in an set number of attempts that
the manufacturer's deliverables
successfully pass an agreed test
plan, and that the ﬁnal result is
ready to be submitted to Google.
The way in which the work is developed, together with the costs

© 2021 Mirada
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required for the project, will vary
depending on the model chosen - our
recommendation is to reach an agreement on it with the manufacturer
before starting the project. In order to
assess which model is best suited for
each case, operators must consider
variables such as the time difference
between teams, whether they know
each other and have previously worked
together, how was their collaboration,
and if it is possible to organise one-roof
sessions (which has been limited
during the COVID-19 pandemic).

HOW TO OPTIMISE TIME TO MARKET
Regardless of the model chosen, how and when tests will be carried out is key for
reducing project times.
We recommend:
Communicating in advance to the OEM the tests to be performed on their
deliverables. At Mirada, we provide this information at the beginning of the project, letting the OEM focus on the points we plan on reviewing to obtain Google’s
certiﬁcation.It must be noted that if a bug or operational problem requires a
ﬁrmware change to be ﬁxed, this new ﬁrmware must be certiﬁed by Google.
Automating the more mechanical tests to help with the high number of iterations required for integration between the OEM and the custom launcher dev.
Providing the manufacturer with automated test bots/applications, to
ensure the ﬁrmware it delivers is in line with the requested requirements.
Performing tests in the production environment prior to Google’s certiﬁcation. We have encountered cases of ﬁrmware versions certiﬁed by Google that,
after installation, have shown deﬁciencies for content decoding and playback
(Google does not focus its testing on this point) and that once resolved, had to
be certiﬁed again. We strongly advise testing in the ﬁnal environment to avoid
unnecessary certiﬁcations and project delays.
This is not always possible in the times of global pandemic at the moment of
writing, so operators must make sure to provide access to its OTT content and a
wide set of quality signal captures in the case of DVB.
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GOOGLE
CERTIFICATION

To launch a service with Operator Tier, the STB+launcher set must be ﬁrst certiﬁed
by Google. It is necessary to provide them with a set of functional samples for
Google to test, focusing on:
Browsing behaviour and functionalities of the operating system.
Access to the list of applications and their management.
Launcher stages and interactions with other installed applications.
Led by the OEM, Google recommends to set aside one month in the project
schedule for this phase, which has a limited number of iterations. If the set is not
certiﬁed within that number of iterations, the certiﬁcation is deemed unsuccessful and a new one must be requested.
Any modiﬁcation to the ﬁrmware requires for it to be re-certiﬁed, hence the
importance of carrying out tests in the ﬁnal environment and making sure
everything works correctly before starting the certiﬁcation process.

Custom launcher updates, on the other hand, do not need to pass this certiﬁcation. To guarantee service operation, the updating process must be as swift as
possible and avoid any kind of hindrance or interdependence. This way, updates
and problem corrections in the production platform can advance faster.

Custom launcher updates do not
need to pass Google certiﬁcation.
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OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

Once obtaining Google’s certiﬁcation, the project is ready for its commercial launch.
Here we will thus refer to the support and maintenance period where operators
usually implement regular updates, introduce new features and services, and ﬁx
potential problems that might have arisen during production.
The custom launcher can be updated in the ﬁeld either:
Generating a new version of the ﬁrmware and signalling it. We do not recommend this when the custom launcher is the sole part to update, either to
include new features or troubleshooting, as it requires involving the OEM and
undergoing a new certiﬁcation.
As a standalone application in the Play Store.
Developing a proprietary update process on Android. Except for operating
system updates (which always require the ﬁrst option), this is our way of choice at
Mirada. Not only is it the most versatile and offers the most control to operators,
but also everytime a new version is delivered, it empowers our clients to decide
when to release it and to which group of users (either the whole ﬁeld or a limited
group for controlled testing).

If the launcher has been installed as a system application, each update will require
to be signed with the manufacturer's key, as provided beforehand by the OEM.
Otherwise, any update will need to be signed by the OEM before its launch, introducing unnecessary management steps and delays in delivering new versions of
the application that could ﬁx operational problems.
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Once commercially deployed, Google will require future updates of the service:
All devices must be subjected to two operating system updates after the product
is launched.
The latter of these two must be performed at least on the third version after
launch.
These versions have upgrading windows with their own deadlines to consider.
The above will affect which STBs are chosen for the project, and the calculation of
operational costs.
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CONCLUSION
Google's many options for deploying a TV service are diverse and tailored to the
size, needs and circumstances of different telecommunications operators who
need to carefully decide which option suits them best.

Google's many options for deploying a TV service
are diverse and tailored to the size, needs and
circumstances of different operators.
For those who put their trust on Operator Tier to upgrade their offering, we hope
this paper brings the right guidance and recommendations you need for your
future deployment. And that it helps you avoid the detours and pitfalls we encountered and have learned to resolve thanks to our experience.

DID YOU FIND IT USEFUL?
Feel free to get in touch for any further information
about anything mentioned in this case study that
may be of interest to you: ask@mirada.tv
Access all of our Industry Insights in our Media Centre.
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HEAD OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Tania Durán holds a masters degree in
Telecommunications Engineering from
the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. She
joined Mirada in 2009 as a Project Manager, and in 2013 was in charge of the programme for the deployment and launch in
Mexico of izzitv, part of Grupo Televisa, the
largest Spanish-speaking media company
in the world. Since 2017, she has headed
Mirada's Projects department.

ALEJANDRO HERNÁNDEZ
PROJECT MANAGER
Alejandro Hernández graduated in
Industrial and Systems Engineering from
the Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios
Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico. With
more than ten years of experience in
technology project management, he
joined Mirada in 2017. In the past ﬁve
years he has specialised in project
deployments for global telecommunications companies, as well as integrations
with premium content providers.
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